
MASTER LEVEL DERMAL FILLER INJECTION COURSE

An Revolution in Non-Surgical Aesthetics
This technique opens a world of possibilities for difficult to 
treat areas such as the lower face. As an injector, the ability to 
recreate the patient’s own youthful appearance is now a 
reality. Results are superior to conventional filling methods 
and those results are achieved using almost half of the 
product. Due to the fact that the technique is more dynamic 
to the tissue, it stimulates collagen production leading to 
longer lasting beauty.   Additionally there is a positive effect 
on the skin texture in the treated areas.
“Before ArqueDerma, many of my patients thought their only option for lifting sagging 
skin was a face lift.  They’d come in, lift parts of their face up in the mirror and say ‘This is 
what I want, I think I need  a face lift”. The truth was that many of them had enough 
facial volume; it was just in the wrong place.  This was the inspiration for a technique that 
would redirect their own tissue where they needed it most. That way they would look like 
themselves after the treatment, not an overstuffed version of themselves.”  

Leslie Fletcher, RN Creator of ArqueDerma

A Course in Innovative Artistry 
ArqueDerma is a more exact way to beautifully transform 
faces and sustain that beauty by using the well-established 
Hyaluronic Acid dermal fillers as a temporary place holder 
until the patient’s own collagen integrates in. The 
ArqueDerma technique has transformed the non-invasive 
dermal filler aesthetic category, and the ArqueDerma Artistic 
Restoration Lift is recognized as a new aesthetic art by many 
in the aesthetic industry.   

This innovative technique is based on the entirely new 
concept of using thin strands of product with purposefully 
placed vectors injected in strategic directions, to create a 
significant lift to the face and jaw while simultaneously 
adding subtle volume. Dermal fillers are administered using a 
deliberate arcing of the needle to create the desired lift. The 
advantage of being able to lift and fill simultaneously is that 
you have the ability to use the patient’s own sagging skin to  
position the volume upward lifting the skin back to its point 
of origin. Facial volume that has dropped downward is 
artistically redirected to create a more youthful, 
aesthetically-pleasing look. 
Course Objectives: 
~Give the definition of ‘vector’ in relation to the ArqueDerma Technique

~Demonstrate how to assess where to place ‘arced’ vectors to get maximal lift

~Describe the idea of ‘arcing’ the needle using the needle work approach

~Demonstrate proper patterns for lifting problem areas of the skin (Jowls etc.)
Leslie Fletcher, RN, MEP-C 

 ArqueDerma  Founder and Creator
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ArqueDerma® Artistic Restoration Lift®   

New Beauty® magazine recently showcased ArqueDerma®  ~The first ever patented dermal filler technique 
to address the three basic signs of aging:  Volume loss, Sagging skin and Skin deterioration
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I N S T I T U T E

Saturday 4th March
Hosted by Dr. Sarah Boxley
The Skin Clinic Fremantle
6 Short Street, Fremantle

WA 6160, Australia
9:00am- 4:00pm

AU $2,000
Registration:

Leah@InjectAbilityInstitute.com
1 (844) 4 INJECT

Dr. Sarah Boxley
InjectAbility Institute Medical Advisor


